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Abstract
Objectives—To assess the feasibility and psychometric properties of eight scales covering two
domains of the newly developed Work Disability Functional Assessment Battery (WD-FAB):
physical function (PF) and behavioral health (BH) function.
Design—Cross-sectional.
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Setting—Community.
Participants—Adults unable to work due to a physical (n=497) or mental (n=476) disability.
Interventions—None.
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Main Outcome Measures—Each disability group responded to a survey consisting of the
relevant WD-FAB scales and existing measures of established validity. The WD-FAB scales were
evaluated with regard to data quality (score distribution; percent “I don’t know” responses),
efficiency of administration (number of items required to achieve reliability criterion; time
required to complete the scale) by computerized adaptive testing (CAT), and measurement
accuracy as tested by person fit. Construct validity was assessed by examining both convergent
and discriminant correlations between the WD-FAB scales and scores on same-domain and crossdomain established measures.
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Results—Data quality was good and CAT efficiency was high across both WD-FAB domains.
Measurement accuracy was very good for the PF scales; BH scales demonstrated more variability.
Construct validity correlations, both convergent and divergent, between all WD-FAB scales and
established measures were in the expected direction and range of magnitude.
Conclusions—The data quality, CAT efficacy, person fit and construct validity of the WD-FAB
scales were well supported and suggest that the WD-FAB could be used to assess physical and
behavioral health function related to work disability. Variation in scale performance suggests the
need for future work on item replenishment and refinement, particularly regarding the SelfEfficacy scale.
Keywords
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Validation Studies; Disability Evaluation; US Social Security Administration; Outcomes
Assessment; Psychometrics
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The concept of work disability is evolving as represented by the World Health
Organization’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health.1 Rather
than defining work disability based on a person’s medical diagnosis and impairments,
current models and occupational rehabilitation practice consider the relationships between a
person’s functioning and the demands of the work and working environment.2 This
conceptual development has wide-ranging implications for rehabilitation, policy and
research. A fundamental issue relevant to all three is the question of how to identify and
measure work disability within this contemporary framework. The United States’ Social
Security Administration (SSA), which provides support to people with disabilities through
insurance coverage and income replacement programs, faces challenges in the assessment of
work disability within this context.3,4
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Currently the SSA defines work disability as the inability to take part in “substantial gainful
activity due to any medically determinable physical or mental impairment that can be
expected to result in death or to last for a continuous period of not less than 12 months.”5
Determination of disability is accomplished through a 5-step process using information
including symptoms, medical evidence, and to some extent function. Limitations to this
process have been acknowledged, and have served as the subject of recent reform efforts.3
In 2007, an Institute of Medicine panel made recommendations for new approaches to
measuring disability that would incorporate functional assessment.6 However, the
measurement of person functioning presents several challenges, including the lack of a gold
standard assessment. While observer-based approaches to assessing function provide useful
information, it can be difficult and expensive to administer them to large numbers of persons
as in the case of the SSA disability determination process. Self-report measures using
questionnaire formats have demonstrated reliability and validity, but can be hampered by
significant respondent burden and poor precision.
More recently, measurement methods used in educational testing have been applied to the
measurement of health and functioning. These methods, including item response theory
(IRT) and computerized -adaptive testing (CAT), involve the development of large banks of
questions representing the full range of functioning in an area of interest. Using field study
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data, items are calibrated so that each is assigned a location on a unidimensional scale.
Advantages of these approaches include: 1) a score representing the person’s ability level on
the latent trait and associated precision level is estimated after the response to each question;
2) a CAT program tailors selection of questions to test-takers based on their prior responses,
and thus these instruments can measure a broad construct with precision while limiting
respondent burden.
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We developed instruments to measure physical and behavioral functioning for work
disability determination using IRT and CAT methods, resulting in the Work Disability
Physical Function (PF) and Behavioral Health Function (BH) scales, collectively referred to
as the Work Disability Functional Assessment Battery (WD-FAB).2,7–10 Four multi-item
physical function scales were identified: Changing and Maintaining Body Position, Upper
Body Function, Upper Extremity Fine Motor, and Whole Body Mobility. Four multi-item
scales were also identified in the behavioral health domain: Self-Efficacy, Mood and
Emotions, Behavioral Control, and Social Interactions. Results regarding internal
consistency reliability, precision of measurement across the range of possible scores, and the
pattern of correlations among the scales generated during the development process provided
preliminary evidence supportive of the scales’ having desirable psychometric properties.8, 10
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However, this previous work was conducted in single samples of adults seeking SSA
disability benefits in each domain, and only involved the examination of relationships
among the WD-FAB scales themselves. The objective of the present study, therefore, was to
further evaluate the feasibility of administration and psychometric properties of the WDFAB CAT scales. This was done in new samples and included assessments on several
parameters of measurement performance: data quality, including score distribution and
amount of missing data; administrative efficiency; accuracy; and construct validity.

Methods
Participants/Sample
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The study sample consisted of adults unable to work due to a permanent disability, and was
obtained through a survey research organization that maintains an opt-in internet survey
panel of approximately 1.5 million US adults. For the preset study, the subset of that panel
who had indicated in their enrollment background information that they were unable to work
due to a permanent disability were invited to participate. No independent assessment of their
disability status was conducted. Consenting participants indicated whether their disability w
as primarily physical in nature, mental, or both. Those who selected “both” were randomly
assigned to receive either the physical or behavioral measurement batteries to achieve the
target of 500 subjects in each disability category. The study was approved by a university
institutional review board and all subjects provided informed consent.
Established Measures
All subjects received the Veterans Rand 36-item Health Survey (VR-36), a modification of
the RAND SF-36 which measures eight domains of both physical and mental health.11 Two
standard composite indices were computed and used in the present study: the Physical
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Component Summary (PCS) and the Mental Component Summary (MCS). Scores on both
the PCS and MCS range from 0–100 with higher scores indicating better functioning.
The physical disability group also received the PROMIS Physical Function 10-item Short
Form (PROMIS), which measures current capability for mobility, walking, hand and arm
use, and activities of daily living where a higher score always indicates better functioning.12
The PROMIS measure yields a single summary score, which is then converted to a T-score
(mean of 50, standard deviation of 10).
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The behavioral disability group also received the Behavior and Symptom Identification
Scale (BASIS-24), which consists of 24 items that ask respondents to describe their
experience regarding various cognitive (e.g., concentrating) and emotional (e.g., depression)
issues during the past week using Likert-type five-point (0 to 4) response scales.13 Higher
scores represent greater symptom severity (e.g., more frequent depression). For this study
we administered five of the six standard BASIS scales: Depression/Functioning,
Relationships, Self-harm, Emotional Lability, and Psychosis.
New Measures: The WD-FAB
The physical disability group received the WD-FAB PF scales assessing Upper Body
Function, Upper Extremity Fine Motor Function, Whole Body Mobility, and Changing and
Maintaining Body Position. All items used a 5-point difficulty response scale ranging from
“unable to do” to “no difficulty,” with higher scores indicating better functioning. Each raw
PF scale score was standardized on a national normative sample and then converted to a Tscore (mean of 50, standard deviation of 10).7
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The behavioral disability group received the WD-FAB BH scales assessing Self-Efficacy,
Mood and Emotions, Behavioral Control and Social Interactions. The BH items include two
types of item structures: 37 items using a 4-point frequency response categories with options
ranging from “Never” to “Always,” and 41 items using 5 agreement response categories
ranging from “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree,” including an “I don’t know” option.
All items are scored such that higher scores indicate higher functioning. Each raw BH scale
score was standardized on a national normative sample and then converted to a T-score
(mean of 50, standard deviation of 10).7
Procedure
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Respondents reported their sex, marital status, race, ethnicity, age, when they became unable
to work, and if they were receiving disability support benefits. They were then administered
the established measures followed by the new WD-FAB scales. The CAT algorithm
specified that, for each scale, a minimum of five items would be administered up to a
maximum of 8 for the PF scales and 10 for the BH scales, to achieve score reliability
>=0.85.
Data Analysis
To assess data quality, we examined the distribution of scores by computing the mean,
standard deviation (SD), coefficient of variation and score range for each of the WD-FAB
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scales as well as the percentage of respondents with the lowest (floor) and highest (ceiling)
possible scale values. The number of “I don’t know” responses selected per respondent for
each scale was also examined as an indicator of possible item problems.
To assess the efficiency of CAT administration we computed the mean, SD and range of the
number of items selected for CAT administration for each WD-FAB scale. We also
examined the percent of respondents who used the minimum and maximum number of items
for each scale, and the amount of time required to complete the scale.
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Measurement accuracy was assessed by computing the standardized log-likelihood statistic
(lz) for polytomous items proposed by Drasgow and colleagues, which assesses the
difference between the observed response pattern and the pattern that would be expected
given the respondent’s estimated level of function.14, 15 Specifically, we used a lz value less
than −1.645 as the criterion for significant misfit at alpha=0.05 (one-tailed). The fit mean,
SD, and range were computed for each WD-FAB scale, as well as the percent of respondents
with fit statistic values < −1.645, indicating unacceptable fit. Adequate person fit for a scale
is achieved if <=5% of respondents demonstrate significant misfit.
Evidence of construct validity was obtained by examining the pattern of convergent and
discriminant correlations computed among the established and new WD-FAB scales.
Regarding convergent validity, we hypothesized that the WD-FAB measures of physical and
behavioral health function would be significantly and positively correlated with the
established measures of their respective domains. We examined discriminant validity by
comparing the strength of same-domain to cross-domain correlations, expecting the latter to
be notably weaker and ideally near zero.
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Results
Demographic characteristics for the samples are reported in Table 1. The average PF
respondent was a 56 year old non-Hispanic married white male with some college education
who had been unable to work due to his disability for 3.8 years. The average BH respondent
was a 51 year old non-Hispanic white female, also with some college education, who had
been unable to work due to her disability for 7.4 years.
PF Scale Data Quality
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Table 2 reports means on the PF scales standardized scores, which ranged from 33.6 (Whole
Body Mobility) to 43.4 (Upper Extremity Fine Motor). The average score range across the
four PF scales was 46.9 points. Coefficients of variation were very similar on three of the
four scales (20.6 – 22.2), with relatively less score dispersion in Upper Extremity Fine
Motor functioning (17.6). Missing data ranged from less than 1 – 4.3% per respondent. The
percent of respondents with the minimum possible score (floor) was 2% or less across all the
PF scales. Less than 1 percent of respondents had the maximum possible score (ceiling) on
any PF scale with the exception of Upper Extremity Fine Motor (12.4%).
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The number of items administered by the CAT for each of the PF scales ranged from a
minimum of 5 items to a maximum of 8, with the vast majority of respondents achieving the
score reliability criterion (>=0.85) after the minimum administration of only 5 items (Table
3). The exception was Upper Extremity Fine Motor, where 24.3 percent of respondents were
administered the maximum of 8 items. The amount of time required to complete each PF
scale averaged less than two minutes per scale. Overall, the CAT administration of the full
set of four PF scales represented low respondent burden, requiring an average of only 22
items and just over 6.5 minutes to complete.
Person Fit
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The standardized log-likelihood fit statistics for the four PF scales show the percentage of
misfit subjects well below the 5% threshold criterion (Table 4).
Construct Validity
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All correlations between the two established measures of physical functioning and the four
new PF scales were significant (p<.05) in the predicted direction and were, with one
exception, moderate to strong, ranging from 0.23 to 0.70 (median 0.55) (Table 5).
Discriminant validity correlations between the PF scales and the MCS were also statistically
significant but weak, ranging from 0.12 to 0.24 (median 0.18). An exception to this pattern
was observed regarding the new Upper Extremity Fine Motor scale, which was as strongly
related to the divergent MCS as it was to the convergent PCS. However, the relationship
between upper extremity scale and the PROMIS PF 10 item short form (0.54) was in the
predicted direction and more than twice as strong as the correlations with the two VR-36
component summary scores.
BH Scale Data quality
Means on the standardized BH scales ranged from 34.8 (Self-Efficacy) to 42.9 (Behavioral
Control) (Table 2). Considerable range was observed on each of the four BH scales.
Coefficients of variation (CV) were very similar on three of the four scales (24.3 – 27.4),
with relatively greater score dispersion evident regarding Self-Efficacy (39.5). The amount
of missing data ranged from less than 1% per respondent (Mood and Emotion) to 2.2% per
respondent (Social Interactions). The exception again was Self-Efficacy with an average of
10.4% of item presentations eliciting an “I don’t know” response per respondent. Across the
BH scales the percent of respondents with floor values was 2.5% or less, and the percent at
the ceiling was less than 2%.
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CAT Administration Efficiency
The number of items administered by the CAT ranged from a minimum of 5 items to a
maximum of 6 items on the Social Interactions scale and 10 items on the other three scales
(Table 3). On two of the four scales (Behavioral Control and Mood and Emotions) the
modal number of items needed to achieve the CAT stopping criterion was the minimum
number administered. On the other two scales (Self-Efficacy; Social Interaction) the
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maximum number of items (10) was administered to the majority of respondents. The four
scales were completed in an average of 7.1 minutes (SD=6.6 minutes).
Person Fit
Variation in measurement accuracy was observed across the four BH scales (Table 4). The
percentage of misfit subjects was below the 5% criterion for adequate measurement person
fit for both Mood and Emotions and Social Interactions, but exceeded this criterion for
Behavioral Control (6.9% misfit) and Self-Efficacy (13.7% misfit).
Construct Validity
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All of the 24 convergent validity correlations computed between the established measures
and the four BH scales were significant (p<.05) in the predicted direction and were generally
moderate to strong in magnitude, ranging from 0.24 to 0.74 (median 0.40) (Table 6).
Discriminant correlations between the BH scales and the VR-36 PCS were much weaker,
ranging from 0.06 to 0.31 (median 0.14).

Discussion
This study extends previous work in the development and evaluation of a new set of
measures, the WD-FAB, that assess work-related physical and behavioral health
functioning. We found substantial support for the psychometric quality and efficiency of the
CAT administration with regard to both PF and BH scales, and for the construct validity of
the four PF scales. Support for the four proposed BH scales was also observed, but was not
as consistent across all four scales.
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With regard to the PF scales, psyhchometric quality was very good. There was minimal
missing data, substantial score variation was observed with virtually no clustering at the
floor and ceiling values, and respondent burden was low. These findings suggest that the
scales are discriminating different levels of ability across the range of function, and that
there is potential sensitivity to group differences. A minor exception was observed regarding
Upper Extremity Fine Motor scale, where just over 12% of respondents scored at the ceiling
value. However, we did not see this as a concern given that the ceiling proportion was small
in an absolute sense and given the overall strength of the scale’s performance. Measurement
accuracy was excellent, with a maximum of 2.4% (Changing and Maintaining Body
Position) of respondents exceeding the misfit threshold.
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Results provided strong evidence of construct validity for the PF scales: the median
convergent correlation was 0.55 as compared to the median discriminant correlation of 0.18.
One partial exception concerned the Upper Extremity Fine Motor scale, which was as
strongly related to the VR-36 mental health component summary score (r=0.23) as it was to
the physical health component summary score (r=0.24). However the relationship between
the Upper Extremity Fine Motor scale and the other established physical function measure
(the PROMIS SF-10) was twice as strong (0.54).
With regard to the BH scales, psychometric quality was also very good. The proportion of
missing data was low, and substantial variation was observed across the four BH scales.
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Respondents were neither clustered at the bottom or the top of the raw score distribution,
suggesting that the BH scales are discriminating different levels of ability across the range
of function, and that there is potential sensitivity to group differences and change. CAT
administration of the full set of BH scales represented very low respondent burden. Two
scales – Mood and Emotions, and Social Interactions – met the accuracy criteria of <5% of
cases with significant misfit, whereas Behavioral Control was slightly above at 6.8% misfit,
and Self-Efficacy was noticeably above at 13.7%. These findings suggest that the existing
items in the latter two scales leave gaps in the representation of some levels of their
respective underlying latent characteristics. Item replenishment work is underway to
improve measurement precision, particularly of the Self-Efficacy scale, by using IRT
methods to calibrate potential new or substitute items in the context of the existing
questions.
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Results for the BH scales were generally supportive of construct validity. The median of
convergent correlations of 0.40 would be regarded as between “medium” (0.30) and “large”
(0.50) according to widely-accepted criterion.16 The median of discriminant correlations
was 0.14, indicative of appropriately weak relationships. An exception to this pattern was
the correlation of 0.31 between Social Interactions and the VR-36 physical component
summary score. Although we expected this discriminant correlation to be weak, it was
roughly equal to or greater than 7 of 24 convergent correlations between the new BH scales
and the established measures of mental health function. However, this finding is consistent
with the literature suggesting an interaction between physical health and behavioral
functioning such that managing the physical aspects of a health condition may be associated
with less interest in or ability to participate in social activities.17–21
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Although developed to be an element of the SSA evaluation process for work disability
benefits, we would suggest that the WD-FAB has broader clinical relevance. Many
clinicians practice in the area of work and work rehabilitation and need to assess patients’
readiness to return to work. Further, although the dimensions of physical and emotional
functioning assessed by the WD-FAB are work-relevant, the areas assessed are not specific
to work and thus could be applied in other clinical contexts such as vocational rehabilitation
or work disability prevention programs.
Study Limitations
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The present study represents the logical next step in the psychometric assessment of a set of
new measures of work-relevant physical and behavioral function developed on the basis of a
sound theoretical framework (2), the application of modern item response measurement
theory (7–10), and administration by computer-adaptive testing. The overall study design
was strong, including substantial sample and counterbalanced administration of new and
established criterion measures.
Some limitations should be noted, however. The etiology of participants’ disability was
ascertained via self-report and could not be independently verified by examination or
documentation; however, a growing body of evidence supports the validity and reliability of
self-reported information about medical conditions.22–25 More broadly, the reference
population of interest for the application of the WD-FAB is all work-disabled individuals,
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and we did not have a way to compare the study sample to that population. Consequently it
is not clear how representative our sample is of that population. We would also note that
present sample of survey panel participants who have voluntarily enrolled to participate in
numerous internet surveys may be different in unmeasured ways from the clinical or
disability claimant populations in which the WD-FAB might be applied. Further, in the BH
domain, a higher degree of misfit as well as greater utilization of the “I don’t know”
response option was observed on the Self-Efficacy scale. These findings support the need
for future work on this scale. A major advantage of the IRT methodology is the opportunity
to update and refine the item bank for any given scale as needed by administering new
candidate items in conjunction with the current item pool.26 This procedure efficiently
provides for the evolution of an instrument so that it reflects the most recent substantive and
psychometric advances.
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Conclusions
The present study provides a robust array of evidence supporting the validity of the WDFAB PF and BH function scales. Overall, data quality, CAT efficacy, person fit and
construct validity were well supported and suggest that that the WD-FAB could be used to
assess physical and behavioral health function related to work disability. Future work will
focus on item replenishment and refinement to increase the overall performance of these
scales.
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Author Manuscript

Respondent Demographics
Demographic Characteristics

Physical Function Sample
(n=497)

Behavioral Health Sample
(n=476)

A. Continuous

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Age (Years)

56.02

8.52

51.2

9.81

Work Disability Duration (Years)

3.83

2.43

7.43

5.21

Count

Percent

Count

Percent

260

52.31

160

33.61

  White

415

83.5

404

84.87

  Black/African American

32

6.44

28

5.88

  Other/more than one

42

8.45

38

7.98

  Missing

8

1.61

6

1.26

  Yes

21

4.23

17

3.57

  No

467

93.96

455

95.59

9

1.81

4

0.84

132

26.56

130

27.31

  Associate degree or vocational training

88

17.70

89

18.69

  Some college

155

31.19

130

27.31

  College graduate or more

122

24.55

127

26.68

  Never married

69

13.88

87

18.28

  Married or living with partner

255

51.30

214

44.95

  Divorced, Separated or Widowed

172

34.60

173

36.34

1

0.20

2

0.42

B. Categorical
Sex
  Male
Race

Author Manuscript

Hispanic

  Refused
Education
  High school diploma or less

Author Manuscript

Relationship status

  Refused

Author Manuscript
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Author Manuscript

Author Manuscript

Author Manuscript
497
497

PROMIS PF 10 item short form

Mean (SD)

494
471
Sample
Size

Upper extremity fine motor

Whole body mobility

Arch Phys Med Rehabil. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 June 01.
476
476
476
476
476
476

VR-36 PCS

BASIS24: Depression

BASIS24: Relationships

BASIS24: Self-Harm

BASIS24: Emotional Lability

BASIS24: Psychosis

476
474

Self-Efficacy

Mood and Emotion

WD-FAB: BH

476

VR-36 MCS

Established

B. Behavioral Health Function

33.56 (6.91)

491

35.15 (9.63)

34.75 (13.74)

0.92 (0.94)

2.08 (0.98)

0.66 (0.91)

2.04 (0.93)

2.28 (0.82)

33.95 (11.24)

29.6 (10.53)

43.42 (7.66)

34.69 (7.69)

493

Upper body function

34.99 (7.49)

34.19 (5.81)

24.79 (8.45)

43.26 (12.25)

Mean (SD)

Changing & maintaining body position

WD-FAB: PF

497

VR-36 PCS

Sample
Size

VR-36 MCS

Established

A. Physical Function

27.40

39.54

102.17

47.12

137.88

45.59

35.96

33.11

1.56 – 92.09

−14.39 – 90.7

0–4

0–4

0–4

0–4

0–4

6.66 – 67.36

6.29 – 63.86

Min -Max

CVa

35.57

7.07 – 59.52

21.26 – 58.43

13.88 – 59.61

8.18 – 60.44

14.1 – 55.3

5.14 – 58.23

15.8 – 69.35

Min -Max

20.6

17.6

22.2

21.4

17.0

34.1

28.3

CVa

90.53

105.09

4

4

4

4

4

60.70

57.57

Range

52.45

37.17

45.73

52.26

41.2

53.1

53.6

Range

0.08

10.41

NAb

Mean Pct.
“I don’t
know”

3.72

1.15

4.27

0.99

NAb

Mean Pct.
“I don’t
know”

Basic Descriptive Statistics for Established and New WD-FAB Measures (PF and BH)
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36.76 (8.94)

42.89 (10.48)
24.32

24.43

Not applicable; answers to all established instrument items were required.

Coefficient of variation, computed as (SD/mean)*100.

b

a

Author Manuscript
473

Author Manuscript
468

9.22 – 85.22
11.23 – 77.07

65.84

76.0
2.22

1.06

Author Manuscript

Social Interactions

Author Manuscript

Behavioral Control
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Author Manuscript
5.63 (1.09)

Whole body mobility

9.45 (0.92)
5.34 (1.07)
6.76 (1.97)
5.82 (0.38)

Self-Efficacy

Mood and Emotion

Behavioral Control

Social Interactions

Mean (SD)

14.0

24.3

6.1

8.7

Maximum
Items (8)

17.97

41.03

87.13

1.05

Minimum
Items (5)

82.03

21.15

3.59

64.5

Maximum
Items (10a)

Percent of Respondents
Requiring:

70.1

66.4

90.9

80.3

Minimum
Items (5)

7.13 (6.57)

Mean (SD)

Time to
Completion
(Minutes)

6.55 (6.77)

Mean (SD)

Time to
Completion
(Minutes)

15.00

Minutes

95% of
Respondents
Completed
within:

13.27

Minutes

95% of
Respondents
Completed
Within:

Maximum of 10 items for all scales except Social Interactions, for which the maximum number of items used was 6, the number in the item pool.

a

5.86 (1.29)

Upper extremity fine motor

B. Behavioral Health
Function

5.23 (0.76)

Number of
Items Used

5.41 (0.92)

Upper body function

Mean(SD)

Changing & maintaining body position

A. Physical Function

Percent of Respondents
Requiring:

Author Manuscript
Number of
Items Used

Author Manuscript

Efficiency of CAT Administration

Author Manuscript
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Author Manuscript
494
471

Upper extremity fine motor

Whole body mobility

N

476
474
468
473

BH Dimension

Self-Efficacy

Mood and Emotion

Behavioral Control

Social Interactions

Fit statistic < −1.645.

a

491

Upper body function

B. Behavioral Health Function

493

N

Changing & maintaining body position

PF Dimension

0.34 (0.94)

0.01 (1.04)

0.43 (0.81)

−0.09 (1.53)

Mean(SD)

0.35 (0.79)

0.44 (0.71)

0.49 (0.69)

0.44 (0.85)

Mean(SD)

−4.96

−4.90

−3.77

−8.63

Minimum

−4.92

−5.07

−3.21

−4.25

Minimum

Author Manuscript

A. Physical Function

2.09

2.06

1.87

1.91

Maximum

1.91

1.80

1.84

1.76

Maximum

Author Manuscript

Person Fit (Standardized Log Likelihood)

4.23

6.84

2.11

13.66

Percent
Misfit
Subjectsa

2.12%

1.42%

0.81%

2.43%

Percent
Misfit
Subjectsa

Author Manuscript
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Author Manuscript

Author Manuscript

Author Manuscript
0.23
0.55

0.24
0.15

Upper extremity fine motor (UEFM)

Whole body mobility (WBM)
0.70

0.54

0.69

0.65

PPF 10

0.60

0.49

0.63

CMBP

0.67

0.53

UBF

Sample sizes varied from 417 to 497 due to differences in amount of missing data across scales.
Bold indicates convergent validity correlations; italic indicates discriminant validity correlations.
All correlations are significant at p<.05.

0.43

0.21

Upper body function (UBF)

0.59
0.42

PROMIS PF 10 short form (PPF10)
0.12

0.24

VR-36 PCS

PCS

Changing & maintaining body position (CMBP)

1.00
−0.25

VR-36 MCS

MCS

0.39

UEFM

Physical Function: Correlations Between Established and WD-FAB PF Measures

Author Manuscript
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Author Manuscript

Author Manuscript
−0.15
−0.71
−0.38
−0.34
−0.45
−0.27
0.46
0.67
0.32
0.56

VR-36 PCS

BASIS24: Depression (DEP)

BASIS24: Relationships (RELATE)

BASIS24: Self-Harm (HARM)

BASIS24: Emotional Lability (EMOT)

BASIS24: Psychosis (PSYCH)

Self-Efficacy (SELF-E)

Mood and Emotion (MOOD)

Behavioral Control (BC)

Social Interactions (SOCIAL)

0.37
−0.46
−0.74
−0.36
−0.63

0.06
0.21
0.07
0.31

0.52

0.41

0.41

DEP

−0.05

−0.08

−0.13

−0.09

−0.23

PCS

−0.39

−0.28

−0.42

−0.41

0.26

0.37

0.24

RELATE

−0.28

−0.35

−0.47

−0.30

0.47

0.35

HARM

BASIS-24

−0.31

−0.59

−0.54

−0.35

0.48

EMOT

Sample sizes varied from 466 to 476 due to differences in amount of missing data across scales.
Bold indicates convergent validity correlations; italic indicates discriminant validity correlations.
All correlations are significant at p<.05 except for correlations (5) of less than 0.10.

1.00

VR-36 MCS

MCS

VR-36

−0.24

−0.43

−0.39

−0.32

PSYCH

0.48

0.43

0.49

SELF-E

0.62

0.43

MOOD

BH

Author Manuscript

Behavioral Health Function: Correlations Between Established and WD-FAB BH Measures

0.27

BC

Author Manuscript
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